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V ILLA

PAPIR US

Villa Papirus’ ceramic elements underline the
modern conception of this space, where old wood
flooring and beautifully carved doorways fuse
traditional and contemporary design. This villa offers
spacious accommodation: one master bedroom with
one king-size bed, one guest bedroom with two single
beds (or queen-size bed), living room, dining room,
and private garden.
US$ 320 ++

V ILLA

KAY U

VILLA

JE PUN

Villa Kayu’s glass walls open to a semi-private
garden area. The bedroom has a mezzanine with
an additional standard bed – enough sleeping
space for three adults, or two adults and two
children. The bathroom has indoor shower and
outdoor bathtub.

Villa Jepun is beautifully decorated with frangipani
blossoms and leafs motifs. It offers the true comfort
of a king-size bed, a living room with a modern dining
table and a relax area, indoor and outdoor showers,
and a private garden with sundeck. From the glass
walls the vista opens to a lush jungle.

US$ 135 ++

US$ 230 ++

V ILL A

BAT U

Villa Batu’s glass doors open to the
shared swimming pool, which is lighted
up so that you may enjoy it even in the
pleasantly cool evenings. The bathroom
includes indoor and outdoor showers,
and a sunken stone bathtub that
overlooks the garden.
US$ 150 ++

V ILLA

BAM BU

VILL A

AIR

GRACE

Villa Bambu is decorated with unique
bamboo accents and opens to a private
garden with a creek. Enjoy the amazing
Mother Nature’s show from your
king-size bed – colours, sounds, and
scents balanced in harmony.

Villa Air, the most romantic of Gaya
Villas, sits at the far end of the property
in the middle of the forest, overlooking a
creek. It features picture windows, a
Japanese-style bedroom, and a stone
bathroom with shower.

US$ 195 ++

US$ 120 ++

HOUSE

Grace House is ideal for long-staying
guests, as it features a bedroom with
queen-size bed, a dining room, a living
room, and a fully equipped kitchen.
Grace House has a private garden and
is also available for daily stays.
US$ 100 ++

++ The rates are subject to 21% government tax and service charge. High season surcharge: US$ 30 ++. High season periods: July 15 - August 31 and December 20 - January 5 th.
th

st

th

Gaya Relax Resort blends art and luxurious living. Our Italian-Asian
fusion architecture is inspired by an original aesthetic vision and takes
advantage of the vibrant natural surroundings.
Interior details reflect the refined skills of Gaya Ceramic and Design,
a successful brand specialized in top-level interior design for the most
exclusive hotels worldwide.
Originally built as on-site accommodation for Gaya Art Space guests, the
villas are fully equipped and display the art gallery permanent collection.
Gaya Relax Resort boasts breathtaking vistas over rice paddies and
a jungle gorge. Two open-air living rooms and a swimming pool with
sundeck area are open to all guests, to relax and meet interesting
people, travellers, and artists from all over the world.
Gaya Relax Resort is located in the same complex of the exquisite Gaya
Italian Ristorante & Caffè, of Gaya After dinner & Lounge, and of Gaya
Gelato, where you can sample the best Italian ice cream in Bali, made
with 100% natural ingredients according to traditional recipes.
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